Introduction {#s0005}
============

Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide [@bb0005]. NSCLC is often diagnosed in the metastatic or unresectable setting, while patients undergoing potentially curative surgery frequently relapse [@bb0010]. The introduction of molecularly targeted agents in NSCLC therapy was a major breakthrough in treatment of patients harboring activating genetic alterations including EGFR, anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK), and proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase ROS (ROS1) [@bb0015], [@bb0020], [@bb0025]. Patients with *EGFR* mutations are now offered EGFR TKIs as first line treatment [@bb0030], [@bb0035], [@bb0040], [@bb0045], but in 20--40% of the patients, a treatment response is absent [@bb0050]. In patients exhibiting this intrinsic resistance short term stable disease is the most favorable outcome [@bb0055].

Decreased Bcl-2-like protein 11 *(BIM)* mRNA expression, *EGFR*-polymorphisms, and resistance mutations in *EGFR* [@bb0050], [@bb0060], [@bb0065] are associated with intrinsic resistance to EGFR TKI in EGFR mutated patients, but so far the impact of alternative activated receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK) remains unsettled. *FGFR1* gene-amplification was associated with intrinsic resistance to gefitinib [@bb0070] but this was in an EGFR WT xenograft model. Lenti-viral induced overexpression of FGFR1 in PC9 NSCLC cells resulted in insensitivity to the EGFR TKI gefitinib *in vitro* [@bb0075]. Furthermore, others and we have described FGFR1 up-regulation as an acquired resistance mechanism to EGFR TKI treatment [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090], [@bb0095]. Acquired resistance occurs under therapeutic selective pressure and may result in multiple simultaneous and interacting resistance mechanisms as previously reported [@bb0095]. Further studies focusing on the erlotinib-naïve situation is hence needed to elucidate the role of FGFR1 mediated resistance as a player in intrinsic resistance.

FGFR1 is activated through binding of FGF ligand. A total of 18 different FGF ligands exist [@bb0100], [@bb0105], and FGF2 has been described as a potent inducer of FGFR1-mediated acquired EGFR TKI resistance in several studies [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090]. A recent report suggested that in FGF2 activated FGFR1-amplified NSCLC cell lines, FGFR1 drives proliferation through the extracellular-signal-regulated kinase (ERK) pathway [@bb0110]. This has, however, not been investigated in relation to FGFR1 up-regulation and intrinsic EGFR TKI sensitivity.

In this study, we have investigated the impact of up-regulation of *FGFR1* gene expression alone or in combination with FGF2 in accordance to intrinsic EGFR TKI resistance mechanism in EGFR mutated NSCLC *in vitro* and in a xenograft mouse model.

Materials and Methods {#s0010}
=====================

Compliance with Ethical Standards {#s0015}
---------------------------------

All experiments were conducted under the required approvals from the Danish Ethical Research Committees (Project 1--10--72-215-17).

Cell Culture {#s0020}
------------

HCC827 (ATCC/LCG, Wesel, Germany) and PC9 (PHE culture collection, Salisbury, UK) cells were grown in RPMI supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 1% Penicillin--streptomycin (Gibco, Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The cells were grown at 37 °C and 5% CO~2~.

Generation of Stable Cell Lines {#s0025}
-------------------------------

*FGFR1* gene expression was genetically up-regulated using a CRISPR-dCas9 SAM ([Supplemental Figure S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) [@bb0115]. CRISPR-dCas9 transduction: Lenti-viral constructs containing dCas9-vp64 (lenti dCAS-VP64_Blast, addgene) and MS2-P65-HSF1 (lenti MS2-P65-HSF1_Hygro, addgene) were prepared using HEK293T cells and frozen until further use. A total of 300,000 HCC827 or PC9 cells were seeded in each well in a 6-well tray the day before transduction. On the day of transduction 0.75 mL dCas9-vp64 crude virus and 0.75 mL MS2-P65-HSF1 crude virus was added with 1.5 mL of media with a final polybrene concentration of 8 μg/mL. Selection was performed using blasticidin (0.5 μg/mL, Gibco) and hygromycin (200 μg /mL, Life Technologies). For stable transfection with multiplexed gRNA PiggyBag Transposon vectors three unique SAM compatible gRNAs spanning the promoter region of *FGFR1* (T1--3) were assembled into a single vector as described previously [@bb0120], [@bb0125]. This generated the expression vector gFGFR1. Briefly, the three gRNAs were assembled into separate expression vectors (pMA-T1 SAM, pMA-T2 SAM and pMA-T3 SAM). gRNA sequences are presented in [Supplemental Table 1](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The gRNA vectors were ligated into a pFUS-B3 vector and further assembled with a pFUS-A vector into a PiggyBag transposon vector containing the BsmBI sites of the MsgRNA vector, denoted pPBT/CAIP-MsgRNA. The transposon cassette also contained sequences encoding AsRed and puromycin resistance gene. A *mCherry* gRNA was used in all three positions to generate the gRNA expression vector gCTR. Vector maps are presented in [Supplemental Figure S2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

For stable transfection, 900 ng of pPBT/CAIB-MsgRNA (gFGFR1 or gCTR) was mixed with 100 ng of HypBase vector and 3 μL of X-treme gene 9-transfection agent (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). After 30 min of incubation the transfection mix was added to recipient cells and left to incubate for 24 h. Selection was started after 2 days using puromycin (1 μg/mL for PC9 and 0.5 μg/mL for HCC827). Transfection with gFGFR1 and gCTR was performed simultaneously to generate HCC827^gFGFR1^, HCC827^gCTR^, PC9^gFGFR1^, and PC9^gCTR^. The cells were grown without selection during protein harvesting and MTS assays, but kept under selecting conditions otherwise.

Western Blotting {#s0030}
----------------

Protein concentration was determined using the BCA quantitation assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and loaded on a NuPage 4--12% Bis-Tris gel (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The gel was blotted onto a PVDF membrane and the membrane was concurrently blocked with 5% skimmed milk. The membrane incubated with primary antibody with rotation ON at 4 °C, and hereafter incubated with secondary antibody for 1 h before development with ECL, SuperSignal West Dura Extended Duration Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) using the ImageQuant LAS 4000 system (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Little Chalfont, UK). Antibody information is available in [Supplemental Table 2](#ec0025){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

qPCR {#s0035}
----

RNA extraction was performed using TRI Reagent according to manufacturer\'s instructions (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). cDNA was prepared with iScriptTM cDNA Synthesis Kit according to manufacturer\'s instructions (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). qPCR experiments were run in triplicates of 10 μL consisting of 0.125 μL forward primer (10 pmol/μL), 0.125 μL reverse primer (10 pmol/μL), 3.750 μL RNase-free water, 5 μL SYBR green (Roche, Bassel, Switzerland) and 1 μL cDNA. qPCR was performed on a Roche Lightcycler 480 with the following settings: heating at 95 °C for 15 min, 45 cycles of PCR (95 °C 10 sec, 58 °C 20 sec, 72 °C 15 sec) and final elongation at 72 °C for 1 min. Normalization to *Beta-actin* was performed using the X0 method [@bb0130]. Primer sequences are available in [Supplemental Table 3](#ec0030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Inhibitor Assays {#s0040}
----------------

For MTS analysis of drug sensitivity, 1000--5000 cells were plated in each well in a 96-well plate with 100 μL media. Each sample was measured in a minimum of 4 replicates including a media control sample. 20 ng/mL FGF2 (cat. no. 130--093-837, Miltenyi, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) was added on day 1 and again together with the inhibitor on day 2. The cells were treated with the indicated inhibitor for 72 h before MTS mixture was added according to the manufacturer\'s instructions (CellTiter 96 AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay, Promega, Madison, WI, USA).

Erlotinib and AZD4547 were obtained through Selleckchem (Houston, TX, USA). A broad range of concentrations were tested before a range was selected for testing on all cell lines.

Xenograft Experiments {#s0045}
---------------------

Animal experiments were conducted in accordance with a permit from the National Authority on Animal experiments (2017-15-0201-01170). Thirty female 6--8 week old BALBc nu/nu mice (BALB/cAnNRj-*Foxn1*^*nu/nu*^) were purchased (Janvier-Labs, Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France.

France) and allowed to acclimatize for 1 week. The mice were kept under SPF conditions in filtertop cages with continuous access to food and water. The tumor size and weight of the mice were determined every 2--3 days with caliper and the mice were sacrificed at a weight-loss \>20% or tumor size beyond 1000 mm^3^.

A total of 5\*10\^6 PC9 cells were inoculated into the flank of each mouse. The cells were solubilized in 100 μL PBS containing 50% matrigel (Corning, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The tumor growth was monitored every 2--3 days, and when the tumor reached 100--200 mm^3^, the mouse was randomized to either erlotinib (n = 8) or captisol (vehicle) (n = 7). All groups (n = 4) had comparable mean tumor size. The mice were treated with 50 mg/kg erlotinib or 100 μL vehicle every day (except weekends) for 3 weeks.

The tumors were measured with caliper every 2--3 days throughout the experiment. Tumor volume was calculated based on the formula: width\^^2^ × length × 0.5. To adjust for the contribution of skin 0.5 mm was subtracted from width and length measurements. For *in vivo* imaging, mice were anesthetized with inhaled isoflurane and were maintained with 2--3% isoflurane during imaging procedures. AsRed fluorescent imaging was performed with an IVIS200 imaging system equipped with a camera box and warming stage. Images were captured and tissue autofluorescence subtracted by spectral unmixing. Pictures were generated using Living Image 3.2 acquisition and analysis software (Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA).

For preparation of Erlotinib for oral gavage 100 mg Erlotinib (cat no. S1023, Selleckchem, Houston, TX, USA) was solubilized in 15% Captisol (Captisol, San Diego, CA, USA) with sonication and heating at 50 °C for 10 min for a final concentration of 10 mg/mL. Captisol 15% was used for vehicle treatment; 100 μL per mouse was used for oral gavage.

FGF2 ELISA {#s0050}
----------

For FGF2 ELISA for EGFR mutated patients serum was collected from patients with advanced NSCLC, harboring an EGFR mutation, and treated with erlotinib at the Department of Oncology, Aarhus University Hospital (from a previously described study of patients [@bb0035], and approved by the national health research committee, 1--10--72-215-17). ELISA was performed on 36 serum samples. FGF2 was quantified in duplicates of 100 μL serum with Quantikine HS ELISA kit for Human FGF basic Immunoassay (cat nr. HSFB00D, R&D, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The samples were diluted 1:2 in assay dilution buffer. The background cut-off was defined as the optical density of the blanks +3 × SD. None of the patient samples were below the cut-off.

For FGF2 ELISA for Xenograft tumor samples resected tumor tissue from the xenograft experiments was homogenized in 300--500 μL of PBS with protease inhibitors (cOmplete mini, Roche Bassel, Switzerland) and resolved in equal amounts of Cell Lysis buffer 2 (R&D, Minneapolis, MN, USA). Tissue lysates were diluted 1:20 in calibrator dilution buffer (MFB00, R&D, Minneapolis, MN, USA) prior to performing the ELISA. FGF2 was quantified in duplicates of 50 μL diluted tissue lysate with Mouse/Rat FGF basic Quantikine ELISA kit (MFB00, R&D, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The background cut-off was defined as the optical density of the blanks +3 × SD. No samples were below the cut-off.

Statistics {#s0055}
----------

Inhibitor assays measured with MTS was compared using multiple *t*-tests with Holm-Sidak correction for multiple comparisons. To compare tumor volumes measured during vehicle or erlotinib treatment of PC9^gFGFR1^ and PC9^gCTR^, we performed a repeated measurement ANOVA using Sidak\'s multiple comparisons test. Final tumor weight and volume within the groups were compared using an unpaired *t*-test. For mice undergoing at least 2 weeks of erlotinib-treatment, which were withdrawn before the end of the experiment due to wounds (n = 2), linear regression was performed and a final tumor volume was extrapolated. Correlation between final tumor volume and FGF2 levels were performed using Pearson\'s correlation coefficient test. Comparison of PFS and OS based on median FGF2 levels in patients were performed using a paired *t*-test. Analyses were performed using Graphpad Prism 6 and Excel 2011. *P* values \<.05 were considered significant.

Results {#s0060}
=======

Generation of NSCLC Cell Lines with FGFR1 Up-Regulation Using CRISPR-dCas9 SAM {#s0065}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We utilized the CRISPR-dCas9 SAM approach ([Supplemental Figure S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) [@bb0115] in order to investigate the effect of up-regulated *FGFR1* gene expression in EGFR mutated NSCLC cell lines. PC9 and HCC827 cells with stable expression of dCas9-vp64 and MS2-p65-HIF-1 were established using lenti-viral vectors. For *FGFR1* up-regulation, three different gRNAs complementary to the *FGFR1*-promoter were designed ([Supplemental Table 1](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and assembled into a single vector [@bb0125]. PC9 and HCC827 with dCas9-vp64 and MS2-p65-HIF-1 were subsequently transfected with *FGFR1*-specific gRNAs or control (CTR) gRNAs targeting mCherry. PC9^gFGFR1^, HCC827^gFGFR1^, PC9^gCTR^, and HCC827^gCTR^ cell lines were established with stable expression of gRNAs.

qPCR analysis revealed a 50-fold up-regulation of *FGFR1* mRNA in both PC9^gFGFR1^ and HCC827^gFGFR1^ compared to PC9^gCTR^ and HCC827^gCTR^ ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}*A*). FGFR1 protein levels were also up-regulated in PC9^gFGFR1^ and HCC827^gFGFR1^ compared to PC9^gCTR^ and HCC827^gCTR^ ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}*B*). To check for gRNA specificity, we performed qPCR to analyze mRNA expression for *FGFR2* and *FGFR3*. There were undetectable levels of *FGFR2* and *FGFR3* mRNA both before and after introduction of *FGFR1* gRNAs in qPCR experiments (data not shown).Figure 1FGFR1 expression in cells with dCAS9-vp64 and MS2-p65-HSF-1 background alone or with stable transfection of gFGFR1 or gCTR. A. *FGFR1* mRNA expression normalized to *beta-actin*. B. Western blotting of FGFR1 in PC9 and HCC827 gFGFR1 and gCTR cells (N = 2).Figure 1

FGFR1 Up-Regulation and TKI-Sensitivity {#s0070}
---------------------------------------

We then investigated the impact of FGFR1 up-regulation on EGFR TKI-sensitivity using an MTS-based proliferation assay. Under standard cell growth conditions, there was no difference in sensitivity to erlotinib in PC9^gFGFR1^ and HCC827^gFGFR1^ compared to PC9^gCTR^ and HCC827^gCTR^, respectively ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Since FGFR1 signaling is activated upon ligand binding, FGFR1 may be highly expressed but not activated. Hence, we stimulated the cells with 20 ng/mL FGF2 24 h before and during erlotinib treatment. The addition of FGF2 significantly decreased the erlotinib-sensitivity of PC9^gFGFR1^ and HCC827^gFGFR1^ compared to PC9^gCTR^ and HCC827^gCTR^, respectively ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}*B*). To decrease the influence of growth factors present in serum, we performed the assay under conditions of serum starvation (0.5% FCS). Under these conditions the effect of FGF2 was pronounced for PC9^gFGFR1^ and HCC827^gFGFR1^ compared to PC9^gCTR^ and HCC827^gCTR^, respectively ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, *C* and *D*). We evaluated if the change in erlotinib-sensitivity was specific to FGF2 by performing erlotinib treatment with the presence of FGF1. This revealed a decrease in erlotinib-sensitivity, but less evident than with FGF2 ([Supplemental Figure S3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To investigate downstream signaling, we performed western blot analysis on cells treated with erlotinib alone or in combination with FGF2 ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Erlotinib treatment abolished phosphorylation of EGFR, Akt, and ERK in all cell lines. Phosphorylation of ERK was, however, partially restored in PC9^gFGFR1^ and HCC827^gFGFR1^ upon simultaneous erlotinib treatment and stimulation with FGF2 ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, FGF2 induced FGFR1 signaling seems to lead to decreased erlotinib-sensitivity coinciding with sustained ERK signaling.Figure 2MTS analysis of erlotinib-sensitivity. A. Standard growth conditions. B. Standard growth conditions +20 ng/mL FGF2. C. Serum-starved conditions. D. Serum-starved conditions +20 ng/mL FGF2. Values were normalized to untreated control cells. \* = *P* \< .005 (N = 3).Figure 2Figure 3FGFR1 pathway analysis. Western blot analysis of cells grown in 0.5% FCS media with DMSO, 5 μM erlotinib, 20 ng/mL FGF2, or 5 μM erlotinib and 20 ng/mL FGF2 for 72 h (N = 2).Figure 3

FGFR1 Up-Regulation and AZD4547 Sensitivity {#s0075}
-------------------------------------------

FGFR1 overexpressing cells were previously shown to be sensitive to FGFR inhibitors *e.g.* AZD4547 [@bb0090], [@bb0095]. Therefore, we hypothesized that PC9^gFGFR1^ and HCC827^gFGFR1^ cells may also be more sensitive to AZD4547 than PC9^gCTR^ and HCC827^gCTR^. Nevertheless, no difference in AZD4547 sensitivity was observed in PC9^gFGFR1^ and HCC827^gFGFR1^ compared to PC9^gCTR^ and HCC827^gCTR^ with or without addition of FGF2 ([Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*). Hence, genetic up-regulation of FGFR1 does not lead to FGFR1-dependent growth in PC9^gFGFR1^ and HCC827^gFGFR1^ cells.Figure 4MTS analysis of AZD4547-sensitivity. A. Standard growth conditions. B. Standard growth conditions +20 ng/mL FGF2. Values were normalized to untreated control cells (N = 3).Figure 4

FGF2 Levels in EGFR Mutated Patients {#s0080}
------------------------------------

FGF2-presence was necessary to induce FGFR1-dependent erlotinib resistance in our *in vitro* experiments ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). We therefore hypothesized that FGF2 serum-levels could influence the TKI-response in EGFR-mutated patients. Based on the median FGF2 level from FGF2 ELISA on 36 EGFR-mutated patients, we divided the patients into two groups and compared progression free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS). There was no significant difference between the lower and higher FGF2 groups in accordance to PFS or OS ([Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*).Figure 5FGF2-levels analyzed with ELISA in EGFR-mutated patients. A. Progression free survival stratified by median FGF2-level. B. Overall survival stratified by median FGF2-level (n = 37).Figure 5

EGFR TKI-Sensitivity in a Xenograft Mouse Model for NSCLC FGFR1 Up-Regulation {#s0085}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

PC9^gFGFR1^ and PC9^gCTR^ cells were inoculated into BALBc nu/nu mice for *in vivo* analysis to substantiate the differences in TKI-sensitivity seen *in vitro*. The two cell lines depicted even growth rates and there was a 100% successful inoculation rate. When tumors reached 100--200 mm^3^, the mice were ranked after tumor size and randomized to erlotinib or vehicle treatment. During the 3 weeks of treatment there was significant differences between vehicle- and erlotinib-treated tumor sizes based on caliper measurements for PC9^gFGFR1^ and PC9^gCTR^ ([Figure 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*). At the end of the experiment, the tumors were resected, measured, and weighed. For the final tumor volume and weight, there was a significant difference between PC9^gCTR^ tumors treated with vehicle and erlotinib ([Figure 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, *C* and *E*). There was, however, not a significant difference between PC9^gFGFR1^ vehicle- and erlotinib-treated tumors ([Figure 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *E*), which supports that PC9^gFGFR1^ tumors were less sensitive to erlotinib.Figure 6*In vivo* study of erlotinib-sensitivity. A. Representative PC9^gFGFR1^ xenografted mice treated with vehicle or erlotinib. B. Tumor growth measured by caliper in PC9^gFGFR1^ and PC9^gCTR^ treated with vehicle or erlotinib (n (erlotinib) = 8, n (vehicle) = 7). Tumor volumes are normalized to the volume measured on day 0 (treatment start). \* = *P* \< .05. C. Final tumor weight after resection, ns = nonsignificant, \* *P* = .03. D. Final tumor volume of resected tumors normalized to measured volume on day 0, ns = nonsignificant, \* *P* = .0235. E. Representative tumors from PC9^gCTR^ treated with vehicle or erlotinib. Inserted black bar represents 10 mm.Figure 6

Tumor Analyses {#s0090}
--------------

To evaluate *FGFR1* mRNA expression and FGF2 levels during *in vivo* xenograft tumor growth, we performed qPCR and ELISA analyses on the resected tumors. *FGFR1* mRNA expression analysis confirmed a persistent *FGFR1* up-regulation in PC9^gFGFR1^ xenografts ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*A*). No significant difference in *FGFR1* gene expression was observed between erlotinib- and vehicle-treated PC9^gFGFR1^ xenografts ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Given that erlotinib specifically inhibits EGFR mutated cancer cells, we expected the relative contribution from PC9 cells to the tumor volume being decreased during erlotinib treatment. Therefore, we investigated the relative human cancer cell contribution to the tumor volume by calculating a human/mouse RNA ratio using species-specific *beta-actin* (*ACTB*) primers. This revealed a decreased human/mouse ratio in erlotinib-treated PC9^gCTR^ tumors compared to vehicle-treated PC9^gCTR^ tumors ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Hence, erlotinib treatment resulted in a decreased number of human cancer cells in accordance with an efficient erlotinib response in PC9^gCTR^ cells. No significant difference in human/mouse ratio was observed between erlotinib- and vehicle-treated PC9^gFGFR1^ tumors ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*C*). This finding supports inferior erlotinib response in PC9^gFGFR1^ tumors.Figure 7Xenografted tumor analyses. A. *FGFR1* gene expression analysis of all samples (n (erlotinib) = 8, n (vehicle) = 7). B. *FGFR1* gene expression analysis of PC9^gFGFR1^ tumors. C. Human beta-actin (hsACTB) expression divided into treatment groups. D. FGF2-levels analyzed with ELISA divided by treatment group (n (PC9^gFGFR1^erlotinib) = 7, n (PC9^gFGFR1^ vehicle) = 5, n (PC9^gCTR^ erlotinib) = 8, n (PC9^gCTR^ vehicle) = 7). Correlation of FGF2 levels and final tumor volume in E. PC9^gFGFR1^ tumors and F. PC9^gCTR^ (n (PC9^gFGFR1^erlotinib) = 7, n (PC9^gFGFR1^ vehicle) = 5, n (PC9^gCTR^ erlotinib) = 8, n (PC9^gCTR^ vehicle) = 7).Figure 7

All tumor samples had measurable levels of FGF2 (20--80 pg/μg protein) ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*D*). FGF2 levels in erlotinib-treated PC9^gFGFR1^ tumors were lower than in vehicle-treated PC9^gFGFR1^ tumors ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*D*). Such difference was not observed in erlotinib- and vehicle-treated PC9^gCTR^ tumors ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*D*). For PC9^gFGFR1^ tumors there were significant correlation between FGF2 level and final tumor size ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*E*). There was no such correlation in PC9^gCTR^ tumors ([Figure 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}*F*).

Discussion {#s0095}
==========

FGFR1 is a tyrosine kinase receptor described as both a primary target in NSCLC and a mediator of TKI resistance [@bb0070], [@bb0085], [@bb0095], [@bb0135], [@bb0140]. The importance of FGFR1-FGF2-dynamics has been highlighted for FGFR1 as a primary driver in NSCLC and as a mediator of acquired resistance to TKIs [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090], [@bb0145], but not in the setting of intrinsic TKI resistance. Here we investigated the FGFR1-FGF2 dynamics in relation to intrinsic TKI resistance in EGFR mutated NSCLC cell lines without or with CRISPR-dCas9-mediated up-regulation of FGFR1 expression. The CRISPR-dCas9 approach has several advantages compared to ectopic over-expression using cDNA-based plasmid or viral vectors. With the used CRISPR-dCas9 methodology, activating the genuine *FGFR1* promoter at physiological relevant transcriptional levels is obtainable. In addition, co- and post-transcriptional processing, as well as translation, of the up-regulated *FGFR1* RNA will follow the same routes as RNA for *FGFR1* normally does. Thereby, the induced up-regulation mimics FGFR1 up-regulation in NSCLC cells and at the same time allows experimental comparisons based on similar genetic backgrounds. The latter not achievable in comparisons of NSCLC cell lines with different basic FGFR1 expression levels.

In HCC827 and PC9 NSCLC cells, we found that FGFR1 up-regulation alone did not alter erlotinib-sensitivity. The presence of FGF2, however, decreased erlotinib-sensitivity in FGFR1-up-regulated cells *in vitro* and *in vivo*. Although this is the first report describing FGF2-FGFR1-mediated intrinsic EGFR TKI resistance, it is in accordance with studies of FGFR1 in other NSCLC settings. Malchers et al. showed that FGFR1-driven lung cancer cell lines depend on ligands, primarily FGF2, *in vitro* and *in vivo* [@bb0145]. In relation to FGFR1 as a mediator of acquired erlotinib-resistance, a FGF2-FGFR1 autocrine loop has been reported as well [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090]. In the acquired resistance studies, FGF2 and FGFR1 were both up-regulated during resistance development [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090]. Here, we observed that exogenous FGF2 addition was needed to alter the erlotinib sensitivity of NSCLC cells with genetic FGFR1 up-regulation.

*In vivo* we observed a significant difference in size between erlotinib- and vehicle-treated PC9^gCTR^ xenografted tumors, a difference not present in PC9^gFGFR1^ tumors. Gene expression analysis revealed a persistent *FGFR1* gene up-regulation in PC9^gFGFR1^ at the end of the *in vivo* experiment in both vehicle- and erlotinib-treated mice. Analyses of human/mouse RNA-ratios in the tumors revealed decreased contribution from human cancer cells in erlotinib-treated PC9^gCTR^ xenografts compared to vehicle treated, supporting a pronounced erlotinib-induced PC9^gCTR^ cell death. In addition, the increased mouse cell contribution may have led to an overestimated tumor size in erlotinib-treated PC9^gCTR^ xenografts during the experiment. We measured the FGF2 levels in the tumor tissue and observed FGF2 levels in the order of 20--80 pg/μg protein for all tumor samples. The FGF2 levels correlated with tumor size in PC9^gFGFR1^ xenografts, but not in PC9^gCTR^ xenografts suggesting a role for the FGF2-FGFR1 pathway in tumor growth. For PC9^gCTR^ tumors FGF2 levels in the erlotinib treated tumor group was higher than expected. This could be a consequence of a higher degree of mouse cell infiltration. We also observed presence of significantly lower FGF2 levels in erlotinib-treated PC9^gFGFR1^ xenografts compared to vehicle-treated PC9^gFGFR1^ xenografts. This difference in FGF2-levels could indicate a greater turnover of FGF2 in the tumors caused by FGF2-internalization upon receptor-binding or may partly be due to a tendency towards larger sizes of vehicle tumors ([Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}*D*) [@bb0150].

Due to the critical role of FGF2 in *in vitro* and *in vivo* FGFR1-mediated erlotinib resistance, we evaluated if FGF2 expression measurements could have a prognostic and predictive value in a cohort of 36 EGFR-mutated NSCLC patients treated with erlotinib. FGF2 has previously been investigated as a biomarker in advanced NSCLC, but not in a cohort containing only EGFR-mutated patients [@bb0155]. There was no difference in OS or PFS, when the patients were stratified by median FGF2 expression level. Hence, FGF2 alone was not a predictor of OS or PFS. However, to clearly elucidate the potential role of FGF2 as a marker of intrinsic EGFR-TKI resistance in EGFR-mutated NSCLC, FGF2 levels must be accessed in a larger cohort of EGFR-mutated patients treated with EGFR-TKI and preferentially matched with FGFR1 expression data. Overall, our study suggests that FGFR1 expression in EGFR-mutated NSCLC enables intrinsic resistance to erlotinib, and points to the necessity of investigating the combinatorial value of FGF2 and FGFR1 as biomarkers for intrinsic EGFR TKI resistance in EGFR-mutated NSCLC.
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